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Between AdjBase+ and Senate Subcom
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Differences
Agencies: Univ

                                                                Trans        Total     Personal                                             Capital                                            
                                                      Column     Type  Expenditure     Services       Travel     Services  Commodities       Outlay       Grants         Misc   PFT   PPT   TMP                                               _____________ ________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ _____ _____ _____
University of Alaska

University of Alaska
Systemwide Services

Senate Subcom      Dec     -1,101.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     -1,101.4          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 
Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)    -1,101.4                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                            -1,101.4          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     -1,101.4          0.0     0     0     0

Anchorage Campus
Senate Subcom     IncT         45.0          0.0          0.0         45.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Expand Ongoing Alaska Area Health 

Education Centers (FY24-FY25)
1092 MHTAAR (Other)        45.0

Senate Subcom      Inc        582.0          0.0          0.0        582.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0Building Capacity for Alaska's Workforce - 
University of Alaska Anchorage Expanding 
WWAMI

1004 Gen Fund (UGF)         48.0
1048 Univ Rcpt (DGF)        534.0

Senate Subcom     IncT        200.0          0.0          0.0        200.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: Beneficiary Employment 
Technical Assistance and Planning (FY24-
FY25)

1092 MHTAAR (Other)       200.0
Senate Subcom     IncT         50.0          0.0          0.0         50.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: Beneficiary Population Health 

Data (FY24-FY28)
1092 MHTAAR (Other)        50.0

Senate Subcom     IncT        150.0          0.0          0.0        150.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: Alaska Center for Rural Health 
and Workforce (FY24-FY25)

1092 MHTAAR (Other)       150.0
Senate Subcom     IncT         50.0          0.0          0.0         50.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     0     0     0MH Trust: The Alaska Training Cooperative 

(FY14-FY25)
1037 GF/MH (UGF)         50.0

Senate Subcom      Dec     -2,043.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0     -2,043.3          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 
Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)    -2,043.3                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -966.3          0.0          0.0      1,077.0          0.0          0.0     -2,043.3          0.0     0     0     0

Kenai Peninsula College
Senate Subcom      Dec       -242.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -242.1          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -242.1                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -242.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -242.1          0.0     0     0     0

Kodiak College
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Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1151
Description

Alaska Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) will implement multiple community-based behavioral health day camps that concentrate on behavioral health careers exploration. Locations will include Northwest, Southeast, Yukon-Kuskokwim and others. There will be additional camps around the state depending on availability of staff and need. 

With current Medicaid expansion, reform, and redesign as well as criminal justice reinvestment efforts, it is critical that Alaska engage and recruit youth into behavioral health occupations. The day camps will engage and educate students on key topics in behavioral health including abuse, neglect, addiction, grief, stress, and mental health while discovering career paths within the field. Students will explore careers including social work, counseling, behavioral health aides, psychologists, psychiatrists, and other positions within the field of behavioral health and social services. The camp will also include student mental health first aid training for students; opportunity to earn dual credit; presentations from local elders, clinicians, substance abuse counselors, and behavioral health aides; tours of local providers and featured discussion panels. 

The AHEC was able to secure a Department of Education and Early Development Carl Perkins Postsecondary Career and Technical Education Implementation grant. This three-year grant will allow the AHEC to operate residential camps in rural communities.



Description

Alaska Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) will implement multiple community-based behavioral health day camps that concentrate on behavioral health careers exploration. Locations will include Northwest, Southeast, Yukon-Kuskokwim and others. There will be additional camps around the state depending on availability of staff and need. 

With current Medicaid expansion, reform, and redesign as well as criminal justice reinvestment efforts, it is critical that Alaska engage and recruit youth into behavioral health occupations. The day camps will engage and educate students on key topics in behavioral health including abuse, neglect, addiction, grief, stress, and mental health while discovering career paths within the field. Students will explore careers including social work, counseling, behavioral health aides, psychologists, psychiatrists, and other positions within the field of behavioral health and social services. The camp will also include student mental health first aid training for students; opportunity to earn dual credit; presentations from local elders, clinicians, substance abuse counselors, and behavioral health aides; tours of local providers and featured discussion panels. 

The AHEC was able to secure a Department of Education and Early Development Carl Perkins Postsecondary Career and Technical Education Implementation grant. This three-year grant will allow the AHEC to operate residential camps in rural communities.



http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1092
Description
The University of Alaska makes high-quality, accessible, and affordable post-secondary education available across Alaska. Lack of faculty capacity and adequate student support are hindering the ability of many University of Alaska programs to produce the workforce needed in the state. The University of Alaska's FY2024 program requests will help build capacity for Alaska's workforce by focusing on increasing faculty capacity, supporting Alaska Native success initiatives, reducing student indebtedness, and increasing student enrollment and retention. 

The University of Alaska Anchorage Expanding Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, Idaho (WWAMI). In response to the legislative desire to expand Alaska's WWAMI cohort, WWAMI is developing plans for stepwise growth, increasing by five first-year students in FY2024 and an additional five in FY2025. The program anticipates an additional state investment of $48.0 thousand in base operating funds will be needed for the expansion, with increased tuition/fee revenue expected to cover the remainder of the additional operating expenses. The bulk of the operating increase for this expansion is for additional faculty and instructor positions.

This programmatic growth also requires a one-time investment of approximately $2.0 million to expand clinical lab space on campus - this investment is part of University of Alaska Anchorage's Health Workforce Diversity Expansion Project Phase 2 capital project. 

Description
The University of Alaska makes high-quality, accessible, and affordable post-secondary education available across Alaska. Lack of faculty capacity and adequate student support are hindering the ability of many University of Alaska programs to produce the workforce needed in the state. The University of Alaska's FY2024 program requests will help build capacity for Alaska's workforce by focusing on increasing faculty capacity, supporting Alaska Native success initiatives, reducing student indebtedness, and increasing student enrollment and retention. 

The University of Alaska Anchorage Expanding Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, Idaho (WWAMI). In response to the legislative desire to expand Alaska's WWAMI cohort, WWAMI is developing plans for stepwise growth, increasing by five first-year students in FY2024 and an additional five in FY2025. The program anticipates an additional state investment of $48.0 thousand in base operating funds will be needed for the expansion, with increased tuition/fee revenue expected to cover the remainder of the additional operating expenses. The bulk of the operating increase for this expansion is for additional faculty and instructor positions.

This programmatic growth also requires a one-time investment of approximately $2.0 million to expand clinical lab space on campus - this investment is part of University of Alaska Anchorage's Health Workforce Diversity Expansion Project Phase 2 capital project. 

Description
The University of Alaska makes high-quality, accessible, and affordable post-secondary education available across Alaska. Lack of faculty capacity and adequate student support are hindering the ability of many University of Alaska programs to produce the workforce needed in the state. The University of Alaska's FY2024 program requests will help build capacity for Alaska's workforce by focusing on increasing faculty capacity, supporting Alaska Native success initiatives, reducing student indebtedness, and increasing student enrollment and retention. 

The University of Alaska Anchorage Expanding Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, Idaho (WWAMI). In response to the legislative desire to expand Alaska's WWAMI cohort, WWAMI is developing plans for stepwise growth, increasing by five first-year students in FY2024 and an additional five in FY2025. The program anticipates an additional state investment of $48.0 thousand in base operating funds will be needed for the expansion, with increased tuition/fee revenue expected to cover the remainder of the additional operating expenses. The bulk of the operating increase for this expansion is for additional faculty and instructor positions.

This programmatic growth also requires a one-time investment of approximately $2.0 million to expand clinical lab space on campus - this investment is part of University of Alaska Anchorage's Health Workforce Diversity Expansion Project Phase 2 capital project. 

http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1004
http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1048
Description
The University of Alaska Anchorage, Center for Human Development (CHD) will provide technical assistance and planning support to the Trust and public-private partners towards implementation of key Beneficiary Employment and Engagement (BEE) strategies. BEE strategies promote increased self-sufficiency for Trust beneficiaries through competitive integrated employment. In addition to individual beneficiary outcomes, increased workforce participation supports economic development and reduces reliance on publicly funded programs. CHD will offer the Trust a cross-beneficiary population approach to employment related technical assistance and systems planning.
The CHD will provide coordination, technical assistance, and information dissemination to promote increased employment for mental health trust beneficiaries. Funds will support personnel costs for training and development coordination, sub contractual hosting of the "Disability Benefits 101" website, and development of an Alaska Accessible Employment Website to house beneficiary employment related resources. 


Description
The University of Alaska Anchorage, Center for Human Development (CHD) will provide technical assistance and planning support to the Trust and public-private partners towards implementation of key Beneficiary Employment and Engagement (BEE) strategies. BEE strategies promote increased self-sufficiency for Trust beneficiaries through competitive integrated employment. In addition to individual beneficiary outcomes, increased workforce participation supports economic development and reduces reliance on publicly funded programs. CHD will offer the Trust a cross-beneficiary population approach to employment related technical assistance and systems planning.
The CHD will provide coordination, technical assistance, and information dissemination to promote increased employment for mental health trust beneficiaries. Funds will support personnel costs for training and development coordination, sub contractual hosting of the "Disability Benefits 101" website, and development of an Alaska Accessible Employment Website to house beneficiary employment related resources. 


Description
The University of Alaska Anchorage, Center for Human Development (CHD) will provide technical assistance and planning support to the Trust and public-private partners towards implementation of key Beneficiary Employment and Engagement (BEE) strategies. BEE strategies promote increased self-sufficiency for Trust beneficiaries through competitive integrated employment. In addition to individual beneficiary outcomes, increased workforce participation supports economic development and reduces reliance on publicly funded programs. CHD will offer the Trust a cross-beneficiary population approach to employment related technical assistance and systems planning.
The CHD will provide coordination, technical assistance, and information dissemination to promote increased employment for mental health trust beneficiaries. Funds will support personnel costs for training and development coordination, sub contractual hosting of the "Disability Benefits 101" website, and development of an Alaska Accessible Employment Website to house beneficiary employment related resources. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1092
Description
The intent of the Beneficiary Population Health Data project is to develop and pilot alternative methods of determining Trust beneficiary-related prevalence and system utilization analytics to assist in the forecasting of Trust beneficiary needs.  This project will explore the use of Medicaid and third-party insurance data, as well as other potential data sources, to identify and analyze Alaska-specific data. Where possible data linkages and data analytics will be used in the implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of programs, policy, and funding advocacy and decision-making. 

Description
The intent of the Beneficiary Population Health Data project is to develop and pilot alternative methods of determining Trust beneficiary-related prevalence and system utilization analytics to assist in the forecasting of Trust beneficiary needs.  This project will explore the use of Medicaid and third-party insurance data, as well as other potential data sources, to identify and analyze Alaska-specific data. Where possible data linkages and data analytics will be used in the implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of programs, policy, and funding advocacy and decision-making. 

http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1092
Description
The ACRHW is a center located within the College of Health at the University of Alaska Anchorage and is focused on supporting new and existing healthcare workforce related initiatives. ACRHW will implement a Crisis Now Support Program that will focus on organizational health and wellness within Trust funded agencies that are implementing new crisis stabilization services. The idea is to support the existing workforce by meeting their wellness needs and keeping them employed. Turnover over the last two years of the pandemic have been high, so it is imperative to keep the existing workforce healthy and well. 

Description
The ACRHW is a center located within the College of Health at the University of Alaska Anchorage and is focused on supporting new and existing healthcare workforce related initiatives. ACRHW will implement a Crisis Now Support Program that will focus on organizational health and wellness within Trust funded agencies that are implementing new crisis stabilization services. The idea is to support the existing workforce by meeting their wellness needs and keeping them employed. Turnover over the last two years of the pandemic have been high, so it is imperative to keep the existing workforce healthy and well. 

http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1092
Description
The Alaska Training Cooperative (AKTC) will promote career development opportunities for non-degreed professionals, direct service workers, supervisors, and professionals in the behavioral health, home and community-based, and long-term care support services working with Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority beneficiaries. Strategies include technical assistance and training which is accessible and coordinated and available in rural Alaskan communities by blending evidence-based practices with traditional wisdom. The AKTC will collaborate with other training entities, document, and report training data and when needed, respond to Trust staff and provider requests for additional training related to Medicaid expansion, reform, and redesign as well as Criminal Justice Reinvestment.


Description
The Alaska Training Cooperative (AKTC) will promote career development opportunities for non-degreed professionals, direct service workers, supervisors, and professionals in the behavioral health, home and community-based, and long-term care support services working with Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority beneficiaries. Strategies include technical assistance and training which is accessible and coordinated and available in rural Alaskan communities by blending evidence-based practices with traditional wisdom. The AKTC will collaborate with other training entities, document, and report training data and when needed, respond to Trust staff and provider requests for additional training related to Medicaid expansion, reform, and redesign as well as Criminal Justice Reinvestment.


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1037
Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1151
Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1151
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University of Alaska (continued)

University of Alaska (continued)
Kodiak College (continued)

Senate Subcom      Dec        -25.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -25.0          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 
Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)       -25.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -25.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -25.0          0.0     0     0     0

Matanuska-Susitna College
Senate Subcom      Dec       -242.7          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -242.7          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -242.7                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -242.7          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -242.7          0.0     0     0     0

Prince William Sound College
Senate Subcom      Dec        -83.2          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -83.2          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)       -83.2                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -83.2          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -83.2          0.0     0     0     0

Fairbanks Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec       -526.2          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -526.2          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -526.2                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -526.2          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -526.2          0.0     0     0     0

Bristol Bay Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec        -88.6          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -88.6          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)       -88.6                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -88.6          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -88.6          0.0     0     0     0

Interior Alaska Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec        -94.5          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -94.5          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)       -94.5                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -94.5          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -94.5          0.0     0     0     0
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Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1151
Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


http://www.legfin.akleg.gov/ReportsPHP/SelectReport.php?ReportAbbrev=FUNDSOURCE&LimitFundCodes=1151
Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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Between AdjBase+ and Senate Subcom
Numbers
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University of Alaska (continued)

University of Alaska (continued)
Northwest Campus

Senate Subcom      Dec        -75.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -75.0          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 
Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)       -75.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                               -75.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0        -75.0          0.0     0     0     0

UAF Community and Technical College
Senate Subcom      Dec       -839.9          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -839.9          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -839.9                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -839.9          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -839.9          0.0     0     0     0

Juneau Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec       -285.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -285.0          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -285.0                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -285.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -285.0          0.0     0     0     0

Ketchikan Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec       -334.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -334.1          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -334.1                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -334.1          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -334.1          0.0     0     0     0

Sitka Campus
Senate Subcom      Dec       -186.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -186.3          0.0     0     0     0Change Technical and Vocational 

Education Program Appropriation to 
Language

1151 VoTech Ed (DGF)      -186.3                        _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Allocation Difference *                              -186.3          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0          0.0       -186.3          0.0     0     0     0

* * Appropriation Difference * *                            -5,090.3          0.0          0.0      1,077.0          0.0          0.0     -6,167.3          0.0     0     0     0
* * * Agency Difference * * *                            -5,090.3          0.0          0.0      1,077.0          0.0          0.0     -6,167.3          0.0     0     0     0

* * * * All Agencies Difference * * * *                            -5,090.3          0.0          0.0      1,077.0          0.0          0.0     -6,167.3          0.0     0     0     0
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Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 


Description
The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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The Alaska Technical and Vocational Education Program (TVEP), established under AS 23.15.830, provides non-competitive grants to institutions that are part of a statewide vocational training system. Per AS 23.15.835(d), the revenue collected under this program is to be distributed to the institutions outlined in the statute per the statutory formula. Currently these appropriations are included in the numbers section of the budget bill. This means that they cannot be adjusted if actual revenue to the program exceeds or falls short of projected revenue without a supplemental budget adjustment.

Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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Changing the TVEP distribution from numbers to an estimated to be language appropriation would ensure that if actual revenue comes in higher than anticipated the department can distribute the additional funding timely, without the delays that would otherwise occur if contingent on passage of a supplemental budget. 
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Column Definitions

AdjBase+ (AdjBase plus 2/15 SalAdjs) - AdjBase plus Salary Adjustments received with the Governor's 2/15 amended budget request.

Senate Subcom (Senate Subcom Recommendations) - Senate Finance Subcommittee recommendations to the Senate Finance Committee.


